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With Sarbanes-Oxley at their
backs and growth on the horizon,
leading chief financial officers are
transforming their roles …
and their companies.
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It wasn’t so very long ago, and it wasn’t in a land

very far away, that the professional life of the average
chief financial officer was akin to a fairy tale — a fable
we might call “Jack and the Bean Counter.” In those
days, a company’s chief executive (that would be Jack)
could count on steady incremental growth coming from
predictable sources. His CFO (that’s the bean counter)
helped tally and report the revenues and profits.
As in most folk stories, a big, stomping giant
showed up — several, in fact. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act,
globalization, and the information technology revolution, to name three behemoths, have changed the face of
the modern corporation. Beset by complexity; confronted by disruptive innovations from outside the conventional value chain; challenged by fickle shareholders,
national and transnational regulatory bodies, and capital

markets in a constant state of upheaval, the contemporary company is no fairy tale. The CEO is no longer a
carefree Jack.
And the CFO, needless to say, is no bean counter.
Few business roles have changed as dramatically
during the last generation as that of the chief financial
officer. The classic model — the CFO as chief accountant and technical expert focused narrowly on the firm’s
financial statements and capital structure — has been
passé for a decade or more. The CFO has long since
operated as more of a business partner with the CEO,
closely involved in designing and overseeing strategy,
operations, and performance.
Over the last few years, however, the pace of that
evolution has accelerated sharply. Firms are eliminating
the position of chief operating officer; a study of 300
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publicly traded U.S. companies, published by the
National Bureau of Economic Research, found that 20
percent abolished the COO position between 1986 and
1999. As more business unit general managers report
directly to the chief executive, many of the COO’s managerial duties are being reassigned to the CFO, who also
increasingly finds himself or herself a vital part of the
corporation’s leadership team, with such a profound
combination of staff responsibilities — and even line
responsibilities — that the title “chief financial officer”
seriously understates the actual position. No longer mere
business partners, leading CFOs have become active,
innovative, and independent transformation agents.
“When most people think about a chief financial
officer, they’re still thinking about your father’s CFO —
an accounting role, maybe expanded to tax and treasury,” said David L. Shedlarz, the chief financial officer of
Pfizer Inc., one of 17 CFOs of leading global corporations we interviewed for this new, cross-industry study
of the evolution of the chief financial officer role. “When
you take a look at a CFO’s responsibility today, you
also have operations planning and analysis, information
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technology, strategic planning, and M&A. As a member
of the senior management team, you have to be able to
take off your technical hat when you walk in the room.
“Chief accountant is very important,” Mr. Shedlarz
added. “But you’ve got to be a lot more than a chief
accountant as a CFO.”
The interviews we conducted during the summer of
2004 with the senior financial officers of Pfizer, FedEx
Express, Johnson & Johnson, BASF, Procter & Gamble,
Deutsche Telekom, and 11 other U.S. and European
companies, are being published in February in the book
CFO Thought Leaders: Advancing the Frontiers of
Finance. The conversations revealed that CFOs of leading global corporations spend half or more of their time
on activities outside the traditional boundaries of the
position. Far from being overwhelmed by SarbanesOxley and the intensifying scrutiny of corporate governance and compliance, they are playing jujitsu with the
new regulatory and shareholder attention, using it both
to strengthen internal reporting systems and to align
them with company strategy.
Indeed, today’s CFOs see themselves as strategic

A Public Voice

“Triggered by the rating agencies, lenders, and investors,
I now have to pay much more attention to managing external
relations than I did five years ago. Justifying our strategies to
third parties is becoming increasingly relevant for us.”
D R . S I E G F R I E D LU T H E R , B E R T E L S M A N N AG
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activists. “The growth agenda
this culture of how to create
is of equal or even greater impor- The Explicit Strategist
value, how to get the best
tance” compared with solid
return on assets, throughout the
“
At
Procter
&
Gamble,
we
cost management, Johnson &
company,” said Renault CFO
Johnson CFO Robert J. Darretta have embraced the idea of Thierry Moulonguet, a member
Jr. told us.
of the multinational managethe CFO as a generalist.
Our study shows that, to a
ment team that helped revive the
large extent, chief financial offi- I consciously think of
Japanese automaker Nissan.
cers are now viewed by their chief
• To ensure strategic alignmyself
as
wearing
two
executives as CEOs’ primary
ment, finance chiefs find themaides in driving company-wide hats. I am responsible for
selves serving additionally as
transformation efforts. Although
“chief metrics officers.” Robert L.
traditional
accounting
this development has occurred
Lumpkins, CFO of the food and
over a period of a decade or more, issues: cash flow, capital,
agriculture giant Cargill, said,
we observed at least eight trends
“Measurement drives behavior,
that underscore how profound and cost structures. But
and we need to know that we’re
that evolution has been:
getting the behavior that we
my role is increasingly
• CFOs are more closely
want and that people are focusengaged than ever in designing, linked with strategy and
ing on the right things. That’s
adapting, and implementing operations. At P&G, A.G.
part of the job of the CFO.”
their organizations’ business
• Chief financial officers say
Lafley
has
been
CEO
models. “I am involved in all
their role includes more and
important operational and since June 2000. A.G. has
more performance managestrategic group planning deciment, as they work toward the
sions,” said Karl-Gerhard Eick, made a point of defining
goal of securing what Robert J.
who is both CFO and deputy the CFO role as explicitly
Dellinger, CFO of the telecomCEO of Deutsche Telekom, the
munications company Sprint,
German
telecommunications strategic.”
called the “execution premium”
company.
accorded by shareholders to top
C L AY TO N DA L E Y , P R O CT E R & GA M B L E
• With capital markets now C O M PA N Y
performers.
as global as companies, CFOs
• CFOs increasingly are takincreasingly take lead roles in
ing line management responsitying their firms’ business strategies more closely to bility in operating businesses. For example, in addition
models of shareholder value. “We have had to spread to overseeing the finance organization, Caterpillar
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Group President Douglas Oberwith the realization that risk
helman manages the Peoria, Board of Leaders
matters as much as return does,”
Illinois, manufacturer’s diesel
said Thomas A. Fanning, the
“
All
eight
of
us
on
the
engine business.
CFO of Southern Company, the
• The ability to communi- management board deal
U.S.’s second-largest electric utilcate to various internal and
ity by market capitalization.
with all aspects of BASF
external constituencies is now a
Perhaps the greatest transcritical competency for chief strategy and decision
formation in the CFO role,
financial officers. The CFO
however, is a transcendent one.
making.
There
is
very
“should be half accountant and
As Pfizer’s Mr. Shedlarz put it:
half strategist and, to an increas- intense interaction and
“People are asking the CFO, as
ing degree, an efficient commuwell as the rest of the managediscussion.
Basically,
we
nicator in both roles,” said
ment team, to act as change
Siegfried Luther, finance chief at expect that every board
agents.”
Bertelsmann AG, the German
member is more or less
media firm.
New Dynamism
• CFOs are consumed with able to speak to every
Certainly, the chief financial officreating finance organizations
cer position has grown more
stocked with men and women topic.”
pressured in recent years. Well
proficient in nontraditional D R . K U R T B O C K , B A S F AG
more than 10 percent of Fortune
skills, including experience in
500 CFOs have left their jobs
operations, in addition to tradiduring each of the past two years,
tional finance experience and acumen. “I encourage according to the executive search firm Spencer Stuart.
people within finance to leave the division and work While some of that attrition may reflect natural transielsewhere in the company,” said Cathy Ross, CFO of tions, there is abundant evidence that post-SarbanesFedEx Express, the largest division of Memphis-based Oxley stresses have contributed to greater turnover than
FedEx Corporation. “It helps the company, and it the position experienced in the past.
broadens the individual.”
In a 2004 survey conducted by CFO magazine,
• Finally, with senior managers and boards of direc- fully 68 percent of finance executives said they had expetors taking a more expansive view of risk, chief financial rienced more job pressure during the past two years than
officers are overseeing the increasingly tight linkage of before. Sixty-three percent said job stress had negatively
risk management to the firm’s strategic agenda. “A more affected their health.
appropriate notion of value creation — post-9/11, postBut beneath what the New York Times has labeled “a
Enron, post-WorldCom, post-Tyco, and so on — starts steady drip-drip-drip of corporate announcements of

Rock the Boat

“Any senior leader in an organization has to have a certain
degree of courage — to be willing to bring forward those
things that are a little atypical, if not unpopular, on occasion.
You need to be able to rock the boat without turning it over.
And that really gets to a need for every organization, especially one the size of Pfizer, to be able to drive a high level of
strategic resilience as part of the senior management team.”
DAV I D L . S H E D L A R Z , P F I Z E R I N C .

because we have the tools, the resources, and the mandate to look out beyond the here-and-now,” she said.
As the business environment has begun to improve
over the last two years, CFOs’ priorities have shifted. At
FedEx, with the I-Service reorganization well under way,
Ms. Ross said, “I would identify my role more as managing growth: Where is our next growth opportunity
coming from and how do we capitalize on that?”
Clayton Daley, the chief financial officer of Procter
& Gamble, has experienced a similar reorientation in his
role. “I consciously think of myself as wearing two hats,”
he told us. “I am responsible for traditional accounting
issues: cash flow, capital, and cost structures. But my role
is increasingly linked with strategy and operations.”
Value Creators

In years past, most CFOs of large companies completed
a successful transition from being stewards of value
preservation to being business partners in value creation.
Today, the increasingly determined focus on creating
shareholder value is yet another prompt that encourages
a chief financial officer to elevate his or her identity from
reporter to executor.
Construction and mining equipment manufacturer
Caterpillar initiated a new style of management reporting last year. Called Transparent Financial Reporting, it
aligns the company’s internal management reporting
system closely with shareholders’ returns. “It’s much
more ‘live’ in terms of what’s actually happening as a
shareholder would see it,” said Mr. Oberhelman, the
group president of Caterpillar with oversight of the
finance operation.
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CFO departures” is another story: the rising importance
of the role within the hierarchy of the average large company, the improved qualifications of the men and
women sought for the position, and the consequently
enlarged expectations CEOs and directors have for their
chief financial officer.
Consider the case of Nissan. Mr. Moulonguet, currently the chief financial officer of Renault, was a member of the management group that Carlos Ghosn
brought to Japan in 1999 to turn around Nissan Motor
Company. That turnaround team prescribed and applied
shock-therapy treatment that combined strong growth
targets and strict cost containment. “When we started
the process,” Mr. Moulonguet recalled, “financial discipline was something we implemented overnight.” The
revival of Nissan by Renault, which now has a 44.4 percent stake in the Japanese automaker, has become a wellrecognized case study in successful change management.
Another example of nontraditional CFO activism is
FedEx. Following the general business slowdown that
began in the U.S. in 2001, FedEx devised a transformation program, called I-Service, to realign business
processes and improve profitability and staff efficiency
in the U.S. organization. In 2003, the company
announced two voluntary incentive programs for eligible U.S. salaried staff and management employees, and
took other steps to further reconcile expenses with revenues, such as reducing aircraft orders, consolidating
facilities, and limiting hiring and discretionary spending. FedEx Express CFO Ms. Ross said the finance
organization was deeply involved. “We’re right in the
middle of transformation, and often we are driving it,
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Another Caterpillar initiative matches the objectives
and financial rewards of each of the company’s business
units with shareholder value creation. One of the goals
at Caterpillar, whose industry and business have always
been cyclical, has been to remain profitable at the bottom of the cycle, and “attractively profitable” at the top.
From now on, the goal is to ensure that the next cycle’s
bottom is higher than the last one’s. By ensuring that the
internal reporting and the business units’ common goals
correspond to the shareholders’ rewards, said Mr.
Oberhelman, “We have a real running chance to better
our game all the way through.”
Procter & Gamble uses a model of shareholder
value called Total Shareholder Return (TSR) as a strategic tool and as a method for evaluating management
performance and calculating bonus payments. The performance model has become institutionalized, said Mr.

Daley. “You could walk into any general manager’s office
in this company and ask somebody about TSR and they
could tell you what it is and how they think about it,”
he said. Mr. Daley credited this focus on shareholder
value as a major reason that capital spending as a percentage of sales has declined at P&G from 6 percent to
4 percent. “I never thought I’d live long enough to see
this company’s capital spending go below 4 percent of
sales,” said Mr. Daley, who joined Procter & Gamble in
1974. “TSR has been an enabler to get the line management focused not just on the income statement, but on
the balance sheet and operating cash.”
CFOs uniformly rank talent identification and
organizational development as two of their top agenda
areas. Mr. Darretta, CFO at Johnson & Johnson, for
example, considers “people development” his No. 1
focus. J&J’s businesses in consumer products, pharma-

Business Influence

“There are so many things that happen around a company,
and the CFO and other finance people are in a terrific position to see everything. CFOs have to be good listeners and
good observers to connect the dots. You can make linkages
and connections that other people can’t, because they’re not
seeing all those dots. This puts you in a unique position to
guide, direct, and influence outcomes.”
R O B E R T A . H AG E M A N N , Q U E S T D I AG N O S T I C S
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ceuticals, and medical devices
“At some point, you have to
and diagnostics include more Continuous Improvement
try to broaden people,” said Dr.
than 200 operating companies,
Bock. “That development
“
CFOs
need
to
be
leaders,
each with its own chief financial
process helps us identify our
officer. Mr. Darretta himself and with vision and accountafuture leaders. Who is capable of
Johnson & Johnson as an organbecoming an entrepreneurial
bility and a mind-set that
ization put enormous time and
managing director, and who will
effort into the process of select- focuses on continuous
be successful leading a businessing these individuals, beginning
enabling function? That’s the
improvement
and
talent
with college recruitment.
way we develop people in
New hires at J&J go management. Not everyfinance. After five, six years in a
through a two-year finance leadstaff function, we try to move
body
is
going
to
meet
ership program, culminating in
them out into a completely difan elaborate, formal process all of those criteria, so it’s
ferent area of responsibility, very
intended to identify future
often including an international
CFOs. Among the attributes important to see the CFO
appointment.”
sought are a focus on customers, as part of a team. What is
understanding of the marketEvolving Risks
place, an aptitude for teamwork, critical is that the leaderRisk management is looming
innovativeness, and the ability to ship team can bring all
ever larger on most companies’
be a positive change agent.
— and most CFOs’ — agendas.
these
things
together.”
“What we do over the course of
Certainly, the Sarbanes-Oxley
their career development is to R O B E R T L . LU M P K I N S , CA R G I L L
legislation in the United States,
make sure it’s the business first,
which strengthened regulatory
the finance function second,”
oversight of compliance, control,
said Mr. Darretta.
and governance programs, and increased the need for
Other CFOs also expressed a preference — in many strict attention to P&L, balance sheet, and capital struccases, an insistence — that up-and-coming finance exec- ture, has contributed to risk management’s higher profile.
utives spend time working with their companies’ busi“If you talk to a CFO of a publicly traded companess operating units. Kurt Bock, CFO of BASF, the ny who doesn’t have Sarbanes-Oxley as one of their top
world’s largest chemical company, based in five agenda items, there’s either a problem or they’re
Ludwigshafen, Germany, noted that it’s not enough for about to go private,” said Dianne Neal, chief financial
a senior executive to have expertise in a specific field officer of Reynolds American Inc., the company formed
such as finance.
in July 2004 by the combination of R.J. Reynolds
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Evolution of Risk
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“We have seen changes in our business model. We have had a
lot of new external demands placed upon us. The evolution
of risk management, for example, is a response to a changed
atmosphere. It wasn’t because somebody woke up one day
and said, ‘Wouldn’t it be great if your CFO managed this?’
Risk entered the business in a way in which it hadn’t been
there previously. We developed models to respond, and it
was appropriate for the CFO to manage that process and be
accountable for its evolution.”
S U S A N TO M A S K Y , A M E R I CA N E L E CT R I C P OW E R
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Tobacco Company and the U.S. operations of Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corporation.
Yet overwhelmingly, the CFOs to whom we spoke
said that Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX, in finance-speak) has
been a less important factor in the evolution of the
definition and control of risk than has the pace of
change, driven by globalization and technology.
Cargill, for example, has long had a reputation for
sophisticated risk management. “This is a core capability of Cargill,” said Mr. Lumpkins. “It’s a part of the
mind-set of the company.” But the changing nature of
the Minneapolis-based food and agriculture firm’s business, especially its rapid international growth, is compelling managers to think about risk in a wider context.
Although Cargill has been a global business for decades,
in just the past few years vast new areas in Eastern
Europe and Asia that were once fenced off to U.S. companies have opened up. Today Cargill is operating in
Romania, the Ukraine, and China, and further geographical expansion is envisioned. Increasing globalization, Mr. Lumpkins said, has brought with it increased
attention to both risk assessment and compliance issues.
Cargill created an independent risk management

function in 1999 in the wake of the Russian debt
defaults, and its scope has increased since then, as has
investment in risk assessment technology. The company
now has a group of analysts and former traders who
report to the treasurer, separate committees dealing
specifically with commodity and financial risks, and a
global risk management oversight function.
For other companies, managing risk is a central
component in delivering shareholder value. Mr.
Fanning, the CFO of Southern Company, which provides electricity throughout the southeastern United
States, pointed out that a traditional way to look at
shareholder value creation “would center on delivering
net income, earnings per share, or return on equity.” But
in the energy industry, whose colossal risks range from
the uncertain future of nuclear power to the effects of
potential environmental regulations, risk and return
cannot easily be divorced.
“In 2003, we saw all kinds of indications that interest rates were going to go up,” said Mr. Fanning, to illustrate Southern Company’s risk management process at
work. “That is generally a bad signal for utility stocks,
which tend to be yield-oriented investments.” Southern

Raising the Bar

It should be clear that the bar has been raised substantially for the CFO. But although the challenges are large,
the potential rewards are even more substantial, for indi-

viduals and for their organization. In an environment in
which investors demand sustainable growth, precise
forecasts, and earnings reliability, executives who can
help their companies achieve these goals quickly become
valued players. The old CFO model simply won’t do in
this era. Only the transformational CFO can meet the
requirements of the modern corporation.
Fortunately, the CFO is well positioned to play this
more dynamic role. As the interviews in this book make
clear, the traditional tasks give the chief financial officer
a unique vantage point from which to address the new
challenges. A view of the organization from 30,000 feet
above ground provides the CFO with an enterprise-wide
perspective; indeed, good chief financial officers seem to
have an innate ability to understand what makes each
business in the portfolio tick. In addition, the CFO’s
traditional responsibilities in accounting and compliance give a tremendous amount of independence and
objectivity to the position.
The CFO has only one core constituency: the
shareholder. This fact, combined with the trusting relationships CFOs develop with senior business executives,
allows the CFO to move seamlessly into a more transformational role. That role, we discovered, is no fairy
tale, but the new reality for chief financial officers
around the world. +
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Company acted quickly, prefinancing five years’ worth of
equity, taking the company’s equity ratio from 38 percent
to 41 percent by the end of the year, and reducing shortterm debt from more than 10 percent of debt capital to
about 5 percent. At the same time, Southern Company
increased the average life of the long-term securities it
sold, from eight years in 2002 to 23 years in 2004.
Nearly all the CFOs with whom we spoke felt similarly about the challenges of keeping pace with the
increased complexity that accompanies growth. And they
pointed out, as well, that technological advances have
contributed to complexity even as they have revolutionized information technology and business processes.
At Pfizer, for example, revenues have more than
tripled and the head count has more than doubled over
the last five years, because of a combination of core
growth and acquisitions. The result, said Mr. Shedlarz,
has been “an exponential increase in complexity.”
The rapid advances in information technology for
business processes present a quandary for CFOs, said
Caterpillar’s Mr. Oberhelman. “That to me is the part of
the accounting and financial operations function that
really is our single biggest challenge,” he said. “How do
I make sure we get good management reporting back to
our divisions to give them all the tools they need to take
advantage of all the things they can take advantage of
today? Few companies can take advantage of all the
technology that’s available today without significant cost
and change. How do we balance that?”
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